MINUTES 002
174. ATTENDANCE & APOLOGIES
Councillors
Cllr Russell Francis (Chairman)
Cllr Sarah Stock (Vice Chairman)
Cllr Ken Waller

Cllr Chantelle Denny
Cllr Toni Perryman
Cllr Sue Flynn

Cllr Tim Cross

Cllr Susie Holland





Cllr Holland
Cllr Denny
Cllr Perryman



Apologies accepted by the Council

pre-planned unavailability
work commitments
work commitments

175. APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING(S)
The distributed and published minutes from the previous meeting(s) of the parish council:




The council agree that the minutes are a true and accurate account
The chairman signs the minutes

176. DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
Members are requested to make any declarations of personal or prejudicial interests,
in line with the 2018 code of conduct, relating to items on this agenda.


No declarations of interest were offered by the councillors
ACTIONS OUTSTANDING FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS

Oct.18.114 – Adopt a BT Telephone Kiosk Scheme
EO to progress this project and update the council.

Nov: EO: had an email from the DDC and BT to confirm the adoption process is
underway, a consultation period will now take place.
Feb: EO: received an email confirming that we can adopt the phone boxes,
however only the UH documents have come through so far. Need to prioritise the
LH box refurb so we can install the defib. Have requested planning permission
from DDC to confirm change of use as the box is listed and we are in a
conservation area. Tim is up to speed with the electrical supply details


We need to consider defib signage, colour red agreed, Tim looking into
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electrics, EO has the heated box, defib unit for LH is inside the pub, due to
regulations we are in a position that planning permission may not be needed
as this is a public service under permitted use. Meeting with the electrician
booked.
PENDING
Jan.19.156 NCALC Training
EO to look at dates from NCALC for the Future Sight training
Feb: EO: No dates are available in March so we will look at Apr/May


Saturday May 11th 2019 is booked
CLOSE

Jan.19.159 Church Lane Car Park
Council to secure the car park lease and then Susie to contact the school
regarding the future maintenance/rent required
Feb: EO: Confirmed that no cheque/payment had been received from the school
PENDING
Feb.19.170 Quarry Mud on the A428
The wheel wash needs to be nearer to the main entrance and this entrance needs
to be power washed regularly
Action: The Chairman asks the EO to write to Dan.S NCC regarding the above.


EO: letter sent to the NCC, waiting for a reply to determine further actions
PENDING

Feb.19.170 Communications
If we set up Gmail accounts, the clerk could become the gatekeeper and manage
passwords under GDPR rules, an account could be deleted if a councillor leaves
the council
Action: Sarah & the EO to meet with P.Crotty to look at the options available to the
council and simplify the website to encourage more people to use it


Please see agenda item. 182
PENDING

177. FINANCIAL UPDATE FROM THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER
The schedule of payments has been circulated and published with the agenda. The finances
to be approved and items for payment authorised.
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*The Executive Officer seeks the approval from the council for the remuneration of:
0 extra hours worked during the previous month.





The council will be reviewing the HPC Village Physical Risk Assessment
The council will be reviewing the HPC Financial Regs Risk Assessment
The HPC now has the facility to pay HMRC Tax and NI electronically



Council approve the schedule of payments set out by the Clerk, staff holiday
pay was withdrawn from this current schedule

Schedule of Payments
Staff Salary
Harlestone Village Institute
BT Council Office
BT Village Institute
Staff Pensions
Wave
Microsoft Office 365
Charles Arnold Baker

Gross Salary
Hall Rental
Broadband
Broadband
Nest
Anglian Water
6 Users for 2 Years
11th Edition Loc Council Admin

Eon
Acer 23.8” LED Screen PC
LGG Services
Staff Salary

Electricity Account
HPC Office IT Computer
Invoice
Adjustments

Petty Cash

HPC Top-up

£760.99
£24.00
£67.71
£46.08
£34.78
£39.50
£159.00
£129.99
£41.27
£699.00
£180.00
£1,278.56

Sub Total

£3,508.11

Sub Total

£0.00

Sub Total

£0.00

HPC Petty Cash Spend (£100)

PFSC Petty Cash Spend (£300)

Current Account (872)
Reserve Account (885)

£38,914.78
£0.00

Signed: Chairman …………………………
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Deposit Account (898)

£23,384.53

Total Accounts

£62,299.31

Signed: EO/Clerk …………………………

178. PUBLIC TIME FOR COMMENTS BY MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
Whilst parish council meetings are open to the public, contributions are limited by
standing orders to allow only invited/scheduled guests or councilors to contribute.
However, there is a section in each meeting when the Chairman suspends standing
orders to hear any members of the public who wish to address the parish council.
This time is limited to 15 minutes and three minutes per contribution unless
requested otherwise by the Chair and/or councilors. This is in line with Standing
Orders of 2018
Standing Orders will then be reinstated to allow the Council to resume its meeting
and discussion items.
Jenny Cross
 Regarding agenda Item. 185, I raise an issue with the reference to “The
village car park (commonly referred to as the Church Car Park)” I would like it
referred to as Church Lane Car Park. Could we have a sign at the top of the
road to direct traffic to the car park?
Lynn Dyball
 The HVI committee has agreed that from April 1 st 2019 the HPC will not be
charged £24 per month for rental of the HVI Hall.
 Could the HPC check the internet speed of the HVI broadband?
 The current broadband speed is currently 3.78 download speed and 1.98
upload speed.
 Could we have some new litter bins in the village, perhaps at the car park and
the HVI?
Chairman
 I would like to inform Jenny Cross that there was no intention of changing the
name to the “Village Car Park” and we would be happy to refer to it as
“Church Lane Car Park”
Action
 EO to contact BT regarding the HVI broadband speed
 E&M to look into village litter bins and a car park sign
*Note:
 The council would like to thank the HVI committee for their generosity
regarding the rent decision, thank you
DISCUSSION ITEMS
Note: parts of some roads in Upper Harlestone will be closed for Anglian Water
Maintenance from 24th to 26th April 2019
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179. ALTHORP LIAISON (Executive Officer)

Business as usual
A large bow from an overly mature oak tree fell in Upper Harlestone, the Estate
foresters have cleared the area. Permission has been granted from the DDC to
remove all the dead wood and some extra limbs. This will save the tree for years to
come.
The Old House, some tree limbs are being removed to protect a wall from damage.
Permission is being sought.
Verges near Park Farm Barns has been tidied up after tyre damage.
Round Oak Spinney sign removed


The council minute the fact that this sign was an act of vandalism

Round Oak Spinney being replanted shortly as per the forestry commission licence
and guidelines.
The Estate will take anyone using weed killer or poison on the Estate land or walls
very seriously. The foresters have their spraying certificates, allowing them to spray
correctly and responsibly. Incorrect usage can have devastating impact on wildlife,
vegetation and wild flowers.

Russell
 “The council have no intention of spraying the walls with weed killer. But would
expect a responsible land owner to take whatever steps necessary to keep the
walls free of vegetation”
We have a maintenance programme for walls and have cleared a number of walls
including Park House to Rock Farm, Church Lane is next to be cleared.
180. UPDATES FROM EXECUTIVE COMMITTEES
Safety & Protection Committee

Chairman Cllr Sarah Stock


Previous meeting Wednesday 20th February 2019

Discussion items from the Feb 20th Agenda
 CCTV
 Dog Wardens
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Out of control dogs
NHW and Alert
CPR Training
Parking
Community Emergency and Flood Plan

PCSO
Cllr Sue Flynn



Please see the S&P minutes

Environment & Management Committee

Chairman Cllr Tim Cross


Next meeting date 20th March 2019

Hedgerows
 Tim: could some hedgerows be rested to help birds and wildlife, this would
also allow for extra growth
 Russell: cutting hedgerows helps the hedge grow thicker
 EO: I believe that Althorp do rotate and rest hedgerow cutting
Tim



I recently attended a street lighting workshop, very interesting with a lot of
detail, we could have a significant cost saving if we move from sodium lamps
to LED, to be an agenda item for the next E&M meeting.
Concerns regarding white stickers being placed around the village regarding
dog fouling, also large PSPO signs have been installed along with red dog
stencils being sprayed on the pavements and footpaths

Action
 EO to contact Paul Knight regarding the PSPO signs being placed at Nursery
Corner, on the church gate and at the playing fields to ask if this was the DDC
New Dog Bins
It was agreed in the Environmental & Management meeting that 2 new dog bins to
be purchased for the village and for the paths along the front of the Firs to be edged
for 0.6 miles, the build-up is approximately 8cm to 20cm, work and payments to be
authorised by the HPC

Tim



Proposal 1: for 2 new dog bins at the cost of circa £180 each
I propose 2 new dog bins, one near the stream opposite Virginia Cottagein
UH, one on Manor Lane, both bins will be the colour green
Seconded by Cllr Francis, the council agree to this purchase
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Ken



Proposal 2: to clear and edge the paths along the front of the Firs
Quote 1: £1950 and Quote 2: £3960
I believe that the Quarry should be contacted to part fund the above Firs
edging due to the amount of mud and silt build up from the Quarry.
We should expect the Quarry to pay for up to 75% for this work to be done,
meeting to be arranged once we have had a reply from the NCC

Sarah
 The footpath along the front of the Firs is very dangerous for pedestrians
passing, especially with pushchairs, children and with dogs. Pedestrians often
have to walk into the road to pass each other. It could be possible to use CIL
money as this is infrastructure.


Council agree that this work needs to be done, but will agree a start date after
Ken meets with the Quarry

Playing Fields Sub-Committee

Chairman Cllr Perryman
 Next meeting Wednesday 13th March 2019
Russell
 We are currently negotiating the lease with the Estate, football could finish at
the end of the season, this area is significantly under used, we need to
consider more events, maybe a summer ball.
 The Estate has offered a 12 month extension of the current lease, this will
help the HPC plan to utilise the playing fields, we may need more volunteers,
consider touch rugby and football, is this a location for a tennis court.
181. UPDATES FROM WORKING PARTIES & POINTS OF CONTACT
Neighbourhood Plan

Cllr Waller


I believe that we should continue with the NHP, but the HPC should consider
what happens with the boundaries decision before applying for grants
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Harlestone Hound Newsletter

Editors Cllr Stock, S.Gyde



The HH April edition will be the next copy
A copy to be put onto the HPC website

Harlestone Manor Parks & Open Spaces (POS) Performance
Chairman Cllr Denny

182. UPDATES FROM RELATIONSHIP/LIASION OFFICERS
Cllr Perryman – Speed Watch/Road Safety, Police volunteer on horseback



Next Speed Watch campaign will be in September

Cllr Holland – Local Businesses, Annual Meeting
Cllr Flynn – Charities, Harlestone Quarry




We have received many thank you letters from parishioners regarding their
Christmas parcels
We continue to fund raise

Cllr Denny- Communications Officer

Sarah
 The EO and I met with Paul Crotty
 Please see the attached briefing document A
Action
 EO to email the DPO to ask whether we can forward council emails to private
email accounts under the GDPR rules
Executive Officer
Training Booked:





Street Lighting Workshop
Future Sight Training
Finance Training

183. PLANNING APPLICATIONS

DA/2019/0050
89 Duston Road, Harlestone NN7 4EL
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Sarah
 We are hoping for an extension to the representation date given by the DDC
 This is for a 2 storey extension, designed to look like an additional house to
blend in with the current property




This application will use the same material, mirror the existing house
Please see the attached briefing document B
Council agree to approve this planning application

Meryl Cottage, 65 Upper Harlestone NN7 4EH
Update from the EO regarding landscaping in a conservation area



Please see attached briefing document C
Council have no issues with this work going ahead

DA/2018/1048
Heath Bank, Rugby Road, Lower Harlestone NN7 4ER



Please see attached briefing document D
Council agree to approve this planning application

110 UPPER HARLESTONE UPDATE
HPC has been made aware of building development in Upper Harlestone. And although this
dwelling is not listed it is within the conservation area. DDC have been advised.
After a site inspection DDC advised that this development falls under permitted development
regulations and no application is required. I queried this as the development includes dormer
windows and is clearly quite large. Moreover, without inspection of the plans how can DDC
be certain that the final construction will adhere to conservation area restrictions? The
conservation area management report certainly indicates that any changes to a dwelling
are restricted and are subject to approval by the conservation officer. I’m aware that there
is no blanket development restriction in conservation areas, and it very much depends on the
types of development and where they fit into the order. Nonetheless, I would expect DDC to
review the plans.
I have an ongoing dialogue with DDC on this case and will update the council when I have
more information. If only for our own information - it would be good to gain an understanding
of the application protocol within the conservation area.

Key Discussion Points
 No planning application has been sought
 Now in a conservation area
 Does this fall under permitted development?
 Dormer windows are not acceptable for a barn conversion in a conservation
area
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Development should be controlled
Ongoing dialogue should continue with the DDC
Sarah has sent a letter on behalf of the council to the DDC, copy to be
circulated to councillors
Sarah to contact Rachael Booth
Walls have also been built

*Note
 Sarah to respond to the email link regarding the Local Validation Review,
circulate the response to councillors
184. UNO BUS PROJECT (Demand Responsive Transport)
To discuss whether HPC would be interested in becoming a partner/stakeholder in
the UNO bus project, a demand responsive transport system. Please see the briefing
paper attached.
Key Discussion Points
 Original request came from Chris Heaton Harris MP
 The 96 Bus currently services Harlestone Manor and Harlestone
 Upper Harlestone does have a need
 The project works with a phone App
 We don’t know the full costs, as all 25 parishes may not sign up


Council agree to not pursue this project at this time

185. THE VILLAGE CAR PARK (commonly referred to as the “church car park”)
It is proposed that Harlestone Parish Council take a long-term lease on the car park from
Althorp. A summary of the may clauses of the lease is as follows:



The lease to be for a period of 15 years at an initial rental of £250 per annum.
The rent to be reviewed every 5 years in line with RPI.



HPC will be responsible for the maintenance of the car park, the boundary
walls and the private roadway which leads to the car park. Althorp will be
responsible for the maintenance of the trees.



HPC will be able to seek contributions from frequent users for the upkeep of
the car park.



The Clerk identified an inconsistency with the maintenance obligations for the
walls. The Althorp letter stated that the Landlord would be responsible for the
maintenance of the walls.
Council agree to defer this agenda item to the April HPC meeting by which
time we should have clarification.
All above details agreed by the council




Gigaclear
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The council requests all members of the public to email the Clerk with a list of
snags that we can compile for Gigaclear to action. Please make sure your
issue is detailed, clear and has the location
Sarah to prepare a simple brief for the EO to circulate by website, Facebook
and by mail chimp, include the Gigaclear Presentation Invite
Tim Cross and Richard Dyball to do a tour of the village to compile a council
list of snagging
Gigaclear to give a presentation to the parish, all invited, 7pm Thursday 28 th
March in the HVI
Please spread the word
COMMUNICATIONS WITH OR BY THE COUNCIL

The Council lists and considers here, any correspondence or contact between the
council, the clerk and the public on issues which are of interest. Since the last
meeting, such correspondence included:






DA/2017/0993 The HPC objected to this application and stands by the
decision. This application has currently gone to appeal and is with the
Secretary of State
DA/2017/0889 & 0890 HPC objection resubmitted to DDC
Online Crime Reporting:
www.northants.police.uk/webform/online-crime-reporting
For information about the Northamptonshire Association of Youth Clubs
please visit: yd@nayc.org
DA/2018/0772 The Old Butchers House – Appeal against the DDC’s decision
to refuse listed building consent

Newsletter Deliverers
 Russell: Park Farm, Delph Lane, Glebe Lane, Rugby Road, Railway Cottages
 Tim/Susie: Upper Harlestone, Pheasantry, New Road
 Chantelle: Harlestone Manor, Wykes Lane
 Sarah/EO: Harlestone A428, The Firs
Meeting Duration: 2 hours 10 minutes

NEXT MEETINGS
WED 3rd APRIL 2019
WED 1st MAY 2019
THU 9th MAY 2019 (ANNUAL)
19:00 at Harlestone Village Institute
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The council may need to convene for planning items which require a response before
the date of the next meeting. Deadline for items for the next meeting
to the EO/Clerk please:
NO LATER than: 1 week before the meeting
Paul Thomas - Executive Officer
Dated: 10th March 2019

Signature: …………………………………………..
Executive Officer/Clerk: Paul OR Thomas

Signature: …………………………………………..
Chairman: Cllr Russell Francis
Briefing Document A: HPC Website
Meeting with Paul Crotty (PC) – website manager; Paul Thomas and Sarah Stock (HPC).
Recommendations and decisions

1. All official social media site and website passwords should be supplied to the clerk (to ensure continuity in the

2.

3.
4.

event of changing personal). PC recommend that administrative control of social media and website is
consolidated to one person (perhaps with the clerk to coordinate access and a Councillor to administer – about 2/3
hours per month).
Twitter: we have about 30 followers. The output is not frequent enough to generate interest. Two solutions
proposed:
a) Chairman of HPC, E&M and S&P committee ‘tweet’ after each meeting – ‘tweet’ to be agreed at
meeting.
b) Our account should follow relevant organisations i.e. Northants CC; CPRE; Rural Networking; Chris
Heaton Harris; Daventry Express; Northampton Chron etc. This would keep the content refreshed.
At present, only Cllr Denny has access to management of the account.
Facebook: The official HPC Facebook page was deactivated by FB (due to lack of use) and no longer exists. PC
has removed the link from www.HPC.org to FB. We may want to consider linking to the UH/LH & HM Facebook
pages in the future.
Website: The website is intended to be functional & informative rather than eye-catching and any attempts to make
it more eye-catching would be costly and would ‘slow’ the functionality. Moreover, PC is looking to retire and would
like to transfer the daily management of the site to the council – keeping the site simple would aid this. With this in
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5.

mind PT and SS agreed to keeping the feel of the site broadly as existing. However, PC recommended the
following short term actions:
a) Undertake a complete audit of the site – remove outdated items, ensure all links work. (SS has
started this and site should be less cluttered within a few weeks)
b) Add the Harlestone Hound to the site
c) Make better use of mail chimp i.e. circulate HH by mail chimp too; notifications of meetings etc
Long term actions:
a) Update/Amend the appearance of the site to make it more navigable… look at examples of good
practice from other parish councils. There would be some cost attached to this, although if we
maintain a fairly simple format broadly in line with others PC manages, PC indicated the costs
should be under £100.
b) Train HPC personnel to manage the web site in house
c) Transfer the website ‘as is’ to HPC’s own server. PC is willing to do this for us at very little cost
provided we take on board his recommendations regarding provider, set up system etc. If we decide
to look at a more complicated solution, then it’s up to HPC to do all the work and met the costs.
d) Transfer site management to HPC
Emails: The email system is fit for purpose… the problems we encounter are down to “operator error”. All
councillors should have a functioning cllr@harlestonepc.org address – it may need activating or the history clearing
and I can help with both of those. If you would like all the emails to be forwarded to a personal email address that
can be done too. PC’s advice was that we should keep the email addresses as is as this allows us to “delete”
councillors in the event they leave the council or forward the emails from one cllr address to another.

It’s worth noting that PC will act on any instructions we give, but it is for us to provide very specific timely instructions. There
is no option for any automated functions i.e. PC won’t automatically clear the latest news history or issue a mail chimp; HPC
has to receive instructions every time.

Briefing Document B: Application No: DA/2019/0050
Description: Two storey side extension
Location: 89, Duston Road, Harlestone, Northamptonshire, NN7 4EL
(DDC Case Officer Mr K Thursfield on 01327 302576 or email kthursfield@daventrydc.gov.uk - response by 22nd February)
This property is not listed but does fall within the boundary of the conservation area. Consequently, restrictions surrounding
conservation area development apply. The property is an end-terraced home with garden to the side, rear and front. It has
been extended in the past, adding a single story family and garden room to the rear of the original dwelling.
Proposal: To create additional living space by building a two story extension to the principle dwelling on south west
elevation (to the right when facing the front of the property). The extension is accessed via the principle dwelling, it has four
windows on the north west elevation and a front door with a porch.
Observations:
1. Dominance. The property has a considerable area of garden. This proposal increases the size and mass of the principle
dwelling (excluding the other extension) it is 31 sq m (the architect has not provided the actual footprint measurements as
requested – twice!)
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This site is already appreciably developed and the original footprint has nearly doubled in size, all-be-it to the rear of the
property. This proposal is large – appearing to double the width of the principle dwelling, however, the design perhaps
lessons the impact of the development as it is intended to look like an additional home on the end of the terrace rather than
an extension to the principle dwelling. Relative to the amount of garden space, it is not disproportional.
2. Local Impact. The extension does not impact the neighbour’s privacy as there are no windows which overlook other
properties. The rear elevation looks toward open country side, and the front looks out onto the applicant’s garden. It will be
visible from the footpath that runs at the bottom of the garden. The development changes the street scene by increasing the
length of the terrace.
3. Access. Vehicle and pedestrian access to the property will be unaffected.
4. Appearance/Design. It is intended that this development look like an additional home rather than an extension to the
principle dwelling. The existing building uses Northampton sand stone with a red brick border to finish, the new development
seeks to match this, although, obviously, will not be ‘aged’. The addition of this ‘cottage’ does not substantially upset the
overall balance of the terrace or look of the area.
All the other materials for this development have been selected sympathetically, matching to the existing door, windows and
brickwork. Roof slates to match.
5. Conservation Area/Listed Building Restrictions Impact on Historic Asset: This dwelling is not listed and has been
considerably altered in the past. This development does obviously not hide or detract from the historic features of the
principle dwelling.
6. Impact to Historic Setting: The proposed development can be seen from the footpath, and it does change the appearance
of the terrace. Consequently, the proposal does have an impact on the historic setting. Development of this nature is in
conflict with Article 4 of the conservation area assessment (see Conservation Area principles below). The addition of this
‘cottage’ does not substantially upset the overall balance of the terrace or look of the area.
DA/2018/0482
Conclusion:
Harlestone Parish Council SUPORT to this application stipulating that all materials used match the principle dwelling as
stated in the application and match the principle dwelling.
Briefing Document C: Meryl Cottage
65 Meryl Cottage, 65 Upper Harlestone, requesting the undertaking of works. As the property is now within the new
Conservation Area. I visited his property and looked at what he wished to undertake. The Laburnum (first 2 photos) is near
the garage and includes significant decay so I am happy for its removal as a health and safety requirement and the works to
the Crab is minor and mainly to pull back from conflict with the thatched roof of the listed building. This is minor works and
while it is technically requiring an application given that I have seen the tree in question and visually the impact should be
negligible as well as good management I am happy for the works to be undertaken without the need for an application.
Generally, we would expect most works to go through the application process but there has to be some flexibility where
health and safety issues or very minor works can be undertaken without the need for an application.
Briefing Document D: 1048
Application No: DA/2018/1048
Description: Conversion of garage loft to self-contained annexe including formation of dormer balcony
Location: Heath Bank, Rugby Road, Lower Harlestone, Northamptonshire, NN7 4ER
(DDC Case Officer Nisar Mogul on 01327 302247 or email nmogul@daventrydc.gov.uk - response by 12 March)
This property is not listed and falls outside the conservation area boundary. Consequently, restrictions surrounding
conservation area development do not apply. The property is a detached home with garden to the side, rear and front. It has
been developed in the past, adding a garage which.
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Proposal: To create a Granny Annex by converting the garage roof space. The proposal involves rooflights on the south
elevation with a dormer window and rooflights on the north elevations – these would use obscure glass and on the front
elevation a pair of doors and Juliet balcony. To the real elevation a bay window. The accommodation will consist of a kitchen,
lounge, bedroom and shower room.
Observations:
1. Dominance. The property has a considerable area of garden. This proposal does not increase the size and mass of the
principle dwelling nor does it increase the size of the garage.
2. Local Impact. The extension does not impact the neighbour’s privacy as there is considerable screening between the
properties. The rear elevation looks toward open country side, and the front looks out onto the applicant’s front garden/road.
Consequently, the two ‘feature’ windows do not overlook neighbouring properties.
3. Access. Vehicle and pedestrian access to the property will be unaffected.
4. Appearance/Design. The changes to the appearance of the garage are appropriate for this conversion. These changes
are not detrimental to the overall look of the property. The materials indicated are appropriate.
5. Conservation Area/Listed Building Restrictions Impact on Historic Asset: n/a
Impact to Historic Setting: n/a
Conclusion:
Harlestone Parish Council SUPORT to this application.
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